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550

YOUR TOOLBOX FOR SUCCESS

Our annual
look at the
companies that
lead the home
improvement
industry

550 Remodeling for the Category of Replacement Contractors
No.

Company Name

Location

92

Montell Construction

Grand Rapids, MI

Strong

HOW WE DID IT:
The bulk of the information in the Remodeling
550 comes from the companies based on
their responses to an online survey. Additional
information comes via email, phone calls, and
public sources. Diane Kittower managed the
project; Dante Webster provided additional
research. Craig Webb and Curtis Sprung cleaned
up and analyzed the numbers.

GQ

GuildQuality Winner

50

Big50 Winner

FOUNDATIONS
This year's Remodeling 550 finds the nation's largest remodeling firms are
bigger and healthier than ever, beneficiaries of the nation's busiest time
for repair and rehab work. Here's who leads the pack in 2016.

As they say in New Orleans, Laissez les bon
temps roulez—let the good times roll—for this
year's members of the Remodeling 550. Annual
revenue growth averaged 7% to 9% for the leading companies that were on this latest list as
well as 2015's report. And anecdotal reports suggest the numbers could have been even higher
if remodelers could only have found additional
help to meet customer demand.
We've presented the Remodeling 550 annually since 2009, listing the industry's top fullservice remodelers, replacement contractors,
insurance restoration firms, and franchise operations. You'll find the complete lists on our
website at remodeling.hw.net/550, set up in a
way makes sorting and filtering the data simple
and intuitive.
Meanwhile, for this print report, we've reduced the amount of individual data slightly

so that we could provide a more detailed analysis of the overall numbers and what trends
they reveal about the industry as a whole. We
also have mini-profiles of eight outstanding
companies on the full-service and replacement
lists, recognized for superior total revenue,
year-over-year growth, tenure in the business,
volume of jobs performed, or the high average
value of each project. Through these peeks into
the best practices of some of the most successful companies in the home improvement industry, we hope to provide tips on general operational excellence.
As in past years, you'll see a special designation for Remodeling 550 members who also have
been selected for the Big50, our annual recognition of top-drawer dealers. And again this year,
we've teamed up with GuildQuality to point out
firms that won its quality award.
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